
Beat: Music

Watercolor, discovering Pianet
New star in the world of music

Madrid, 26.05.2016, 22:28 Time

USPA NEWS - Sometimes, in the infinite universe of music emerges a star shining above the average. They are young artists with a
promising future for those, however, each new work is a test. Pianet is the case, the stage name of a young Spanish musician named
Nauzet Hernandez.

Young but experienced, Pianet arriving from Tenerife in the Canary Islands, and this data is relevant because his music spreads the
warmth of the Sun and the bravura of the ocean. In 2015, a self-published EP by Pianet, 'Be free', in which Nauzet Hernandez
recorded the voice and all instruments. This Friday, produced by Warner and with other media, comes 'Watercolor', his first
commercial work, available on digital platforms and based on the tour that the artist will perform next summer.

'Watercolor' is a beautiful intimate album, in love with the melodies. A musical gem. The acoustic piano dominates in all tracks, but
there is a wide variety of instruments such as acoustic guitar, harmonica, percussion and bass, which adhere to the voice of Nauzet
Hernandez to give the set a definite harmony. "Most of the pieces are seeking an organic base, trying to approach the roots of popular
music," explained from December Productions, responsible for the promotion of the disc. Pianet is "a sort of hybrid halfway between
the music landscape, indietronic, post-folk epic and melodic pop typical of British radio," says Notodo.com portal.

This mixture of styles is one of the strengths of this disc, able to reach a broad and diverse group of listeners. And 'Watercolor' will not
leave anyone indifferent. Following its launch on Friday, Pianet already preparing his next tour, for which he has surrounded himself
with great musicians like Joshua Diaz, Hatem, on drums; Alejandro Herraz guitar and Raquel Robayna on keyboards. Because a
coming-out deserves a great set and, once the star has emerged in the musical universe, keep the light burning.
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